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Abstract. In this paper we propose a method for object description based on two wellknown clustering algorithms (k-means and mean shift) and the SURF method for keypoints
detection. We also perform a comparison of these clustering methods in object description
area. Both of these algorithms require one input parameter; k-means (k, number of objects)
and mean shift (h, window). Our approach is suitable for images with a non-homogeneous
background thus, the algorithm can be used not only on trivial images. In the future we will
try to remove non-important keypoints detected by the SURF algorithm. Our method is
a part of a larger CBIR system and it is used as a preprocessing stage.
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1. Introduction
Content-based image retrieval is one of the greatest challenges of present computer science. Effective browsing and retrieving of images is required in various
fields of life e.g. medicine, architecture, forensic, publishing, fashion, archives and
many others. In the process of image recognition, users search through databases
which consist of thousands, even millions of images. The purpose of CBIR is to
retrieve a similar image or images containing certain objects from the query image
[1, 2]. A process associated with retrieving images in the databases is query formulation (just like the ‘select’ statement in the SQL language). In the literature, it is
possible to find algorithms which operate on one of the three levels [3]:
• Level 1: Retrieval based on primary features like color, texture and shape.
A typical query is “search for a similar image”.
• Level 2: Retrieval of a certain object which is identified by extracted features,
e.g. “search for a flower image”.
• Level 3: Retrieval of abstract attributes, including vast number of determiners
about presented objects and scenes. Here, it is possible to find names of events
and emotions. An exemplary query is: “search for angry people”.
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Such methods require the use of algorithms from many different areas such as
computational intelligence [4], mathematics and image processing. All of them
allow it to perform mathematical description of the image [5, 6]. For example, they
extract primary features such as: color [7, 8], texture, shape [9] and their position
on the image. The features can be subjected to additional algorithms which are able
to reduce their number. It is possible, thanks to exclusion of background elements,
to eliminate the features absent in other images with the same object. In this paper
we present a novel approach for image description based on a SURF algorithm
and two well-known clustering methods: k-means and mean shift.
1.1. SURF
SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) is an algorithm which makes it possible
to detect and describe local features of an image. It was presented for the first time
in [10], but currently is used in various systems e.g. image recognition, 3D reconstruction, image description, segmentation [11], image analysis [12], content based
image retrieval [13], object tracking, image databases [14], and many others. SURF
is based on SIFT, and it uses Integral Images instead of DOG (Difference of Gaussian), which allows it to work much faster than SIFT. It can also be accelerated
by GPU and it has a parallel implementation. SURF is based on image keypoints
(interesting points), which makes it possible to extract local features from an image.
For each keypoint, which indicates local image feature, we generate a feature vector,
which can be used for further processing. SURF consists of four main steps:
• Computing Integral Images,
• Fast-Hessian Detector,
o The Hessian,
o Constructing the Scale-Space,
o Accurate Interest Point Localization,
• Interest Point Descriptor,
o Orientation Assignment,
o Descriptor Components,
• Generating vectors describing the keypoint.
A SURF keypoint consists of two vectors [15, 16]. The first one contains: point
position (x, y), scale (Detected scale), response (Response of the detected feature,
strength), orientation (Orientation measured anti-clockwise from +ve x-axis),
laplacian (Sign of laplacian for fast matching purposes). The second one describes
the intensity distribution of the pixels within the neighborhood of the interest
point (64 or 128 values). In order to generate keypoints, SURF requires one input
parameter minHessian. The method is resistant to change of scale and rotation,
which allows for matching corresponding keypoints in similar images [17].
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1.2. Mean shift clustering method
The mean shift clustering algorithm [18] is a method which does not require any
parameters such as cluster number or shape. The number of parameters of the algorithm is limited to the radius h, that number determines the range of the clusters
[19]. The mean shift determines the points in d-dimensional space as a probability
density function, where the denser regions correspond to local maxima. For each
data point in the feature space, one performs a gradient ascent procedure on the
local estimated density until convergence. Points assigned to one cluster (stationary
point) are considered to be a part of the cluster. Given n points xi ∈ R d , multivariate
kernel density function K (x ) is expressed using the following equation [20]:
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where ck represents a normalization constant. With a density gradient estimator
we can make the following calculations [20]:
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where g ( x) = −k ' ( x) denotes the derivative of a function of the selected kernel.
The first term1 allows one to determine the density, while the second term2 defines
a mean shift vector m(x). Where m(x) is vector and t is algorithm step. Points
toward the direction of the maximum density and proportional to the density gradient can be determined at the point t, obtained with kernel function K. The algorithm
can be summarized in the following steps [20]:
t
• Determine the mean shift vector, expressed by formula: m( xi ),
t +1
t
t
• Translate density estimation window: xi = xi + m( xi ),
• Repeat the first and the second step until: ∇f ( xi ) = 0.
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1.3. K-means Clustering Method
K-means algorithm belongs to the group of heuristic clustering algorithms.
It was firstly proposed by MacQueen in 1967 [21] and improved by Hartigan
in 1979 [22]. The purpose of this method is to divide N points in D dimensional
space into K clusters. That process of partitioning requires only one input parameter
K - number of clusters. K-means is commonly used for data clustering in various
applications. It is relatively fast and easy in implementation. The following pseudocode describes its functioning [23, 24]:
INPUT: X = {x1 , x2 ,..., xn }∈ R n (data to cluster), k (number of clusters)
OUTPUT: CEN = {cen1 , cen2 ,..., cenn }∈ R n (cluster centers),
L = {l1 , l2 ,..., ln } L = {l1 , l2 ,..., ln }

1. Create random initial cluster centers,
2. ForEach xi ∈ X do
{
Set li := ArgMinDist( xi , cen j ), j ∈ {1...k } ;
}
3. Set ch := false;
4. While ch = true
{
ForEach ceni ∈ CEN do
{
UpdateCluster( ceni );
}
ForEach xi ∈ X do
{
Set minDistance := ArgMinDist ( xi , cen j ), j ∈ {1...k } ;
If minDistance ≠ li then
{
Set li := min Dist ;
Set ch := true
}
}
}
The results of k-means are presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, the input data
were clustered and presented as simple shapes. The parameter k was set to 6.
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Fig. 1. An example of the k-means clustering. The left side of the image presents
input data, the right side shows the clusters. Each shape is a different cluster

2. Presented method for image keypoint clustering
The presented method is based on three well-known algorithms: SURF [25-27],
Mean Shift and K-Means. In this paper we compare efficiency of clustering algorithms in the field of visual object extraction [28, 29]. This work is a description
of pre-processing implemented in our system. The input images need to be indexed,
thus first we need to extract the local features of the image. There are many methods
for feature extraction, but in this paper we used SURF (see Subsection 1.1). For each
image we perform a smooth (Gaussian blur) operation to remove non important
features. Then, we execute the SURF algorithm with minHessian set to 500. On
the output we obtain a list of keypoints. Each keypoint contains two vectors. From
the first vector we get the position of the keypoint. In the next step we perform
the keypoint clustering (both k-means and mean shift separately). Each keypoint is
assigned to the cluster to which it belongs. Our method allows one to extract keypoints located on the objects, and remove most of the features not related with the
object. It also performs keypoint segmentation, thus the object has assigned a list of
keypoints. This pre-processing step is extremely important because it improves the
indexation process in our CBIR system (removes non-important features). The presented pseudo-code and block diagram (Fig. 2) show all the steps of our approach.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of
the proposed method
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INPUT: Input image, k (number of objects) [or h window for Mean shift]
OUTPUT: List of keypoints assigned to each object
1. keypoints := DetectKeypoints(InputImage);
2. ClusterKeyPoints(keypoints);
3. ForEach pi ∈ keypoints do
{
listOfObje cts[ pi .ClusterId ]. Add ( pi ) ;
}

3. Experimental results
In this section we present the results of the experiments. The simulation environment was written by the author in .NET Framework with an Emgu CV library and
C# programing language. The research includes experiments on various objects
with a background. The system firstly detects all the keypoints in the input image
(see Fig. 3) then the clustering algorithm can be chosen. Next, the clustering is
performed. On the output we obtain the image with clustered keypoints. Clusters
are labeled by ASCII characters (e.g. the first cluster is labeled by ‘W’, the second
by ‘c’) as can be seen the characters are random, because our algorithm is flexible
and we do not know how many clusters will be detected.

Fig. 3. Keypoints detected by the SURF algorithm. The circles represent the position
of the keypoints

The presented experiments have proven that k-means is more effective in object
description (see Fig. 4). Keypoints are clustered correctly and most of them are
located on objects. Figure 5 shows that two objects are placed on points labeled
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as ‘X’. Other keypoints are also misplaced, or they are detected on the background.
Table 1 presents the comparison of both algorithms in the image description.

Fig. 4. Clustered keypoints by k-means algorithm

Fig. 5. Clustered keypoints by the mean shift algorithm
Table 1
Comparison of k-means and mean shift in image description. Percentage value
of correct assigned keypoints [%]
Algorithm

Exp. 1

Exp. 2

Exp. 3

Exp. 4

Exp. 5

Exp. 6

Exp. 7

Exp. 8

Mean shift

46

52

75

67

49

80

77

89

k-means

83

67

80

61

65

85

79

96
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As can be seen, the k-means has better performance in seven experiments. Only
Experiment 4 provided different results. This is because the mean shift is a densitybased algorithm and the image keypoints in Exp. 4 are located in denser regions
with a huge distance between them.

4. Conclusions
The presented comparison proves that the k-means algorithm is more suitable
for image description purposes. The image descriptor that we obtain allows one
to extract object keypoints which is a crucial step in any CBIR method (preprocessing). Our approach returns a list of keypoints assigned to each object located
in the input image. Thus, further processing will take under consideration only
keypoints located on the interesting object. Unfortunately, SURF detects keypoints
outside of object edge, and they need to be removed. This is the only disadvantage
of our method. In the future we will try to develop a method that will resolve
the issue. The performed experiments proved the effectiveness of our approach.
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